CALL FOR VidRESEARCH

Dear colleagues!

Are you a young researcher involved in a project on applied psychology? No matter if you are undergraduate, graduate or PhD student, we count on you!

While the knowledge in applied psychology keeps getting bigger and bigger, we need to make it more and more accessible to everyone. You know what is said: a picture is worth a thousand words. Hence, how much does a video worth?!

Because we want to shorten distances, Division 15 launches a new project for young researchers to share what projects they are involved in. This is how VidRESEARCH is born. Either if you feel a little bit stuck, you would like to get fresh ideas or you just would simply like to spread the word about your project, VidRESEARCH is your channel.

Send us a video explaining us the project in which you are involved, and we will share with the world. How do you have to do it?

- You can record the video with your phone or camera (don’t worry about “professional recording”, the most important aspects are you and your project!).
- It must be 3-5 minutes long (if you feel like, you can also send a 50 seconds version for us to upload it on Division 15 social media).
- Introduce yourself and your project: tell us about how you decided to start in your research, in which University/Organisation are you based, your country…
• The video must be in **English** (you can also record it in your language and send it **subtitulated in English**, it’s up to you!).

• Send us the video through the **Slack platform** in a private message to **Pedro Altungy** (Division President) or **Stéphanie Racine** (Division Ambassador for North America). The **maximum size** of file is **1GB**.

• If you have further questions, don’t hesitate in contacting us through the Slack platform or through e-mail:
  o Pedro Altungy: paltungy@ucm.es
  o Stéphanie Racine: stephanie.racine-maurice.1@ulaval.ca

The videos will be uploaded to Division 15 website for all the members to be able to know more about what you are doing, surely giving you useful feedback about your great job!

Don’t hesitate and send us your video. Spread the word. Spread the knowledge.